
This match highlights the ability of the DoD Biometrics Enterprise to identify individuals who continue to actively participate in 
criminal activity and who pose a force protection threat to U.S. interests. This match also highlights the importance of biometric 
collection by U.S. Forces while conducting operations that bring them into contact with individuals committing crimes in order to 

identify them during subsequent interdiction operations.

// BIOMETRIC

A product of

MAR 17

BLUF: AN INDIVIDUAL ON THE U.S. DOD BIOMETRICALLY ENABLED WATCHLIST (BEWL) WAS ENCOUNTERED BY 
NAVAL FORCES DURING THE COURSE OF INTERCEPTION OPERATION. 

On 21 Mar 16, the subject was encountered by U.S. Naval forces from the USS Arlington (LPD-24) in the Gulf of Aden. He was 
aboard an Iranian flagged vessel when it was stopped by crew members of the USS Arlington who found and seized multiple 
weapons during a search. The subject’s biometrics, including face and fingerprint images, were collected and submitted to the 
DoD Authoritative Biometric Repository where he was enrolled for smuggling. The submission yielded no matching results and 
the file was retained for future searches. The subject was nominated and approved for inclusion to the U.S. DoD BEWL the next 
day.

On 12 Jan 17, the subject was encountered by members of the USS Hopper (DDG-70) Visit, Board, Search and Seizure (VBSS) 
team while aboard an unnamed vessel and was enrolled as a Mission Enrollment during the course of a Maritime Interception 
Operation (MIO). The biometric file, including face, iris, and fingerprint images, was submitted to the DoD Authoritative 
Biometric Repository, through the DONISIS portal, where it matched to the U.S. DoD BEWL and his previous enrollment.

Alert Detail: There are indicators that this person could have previously been involved in criminal activity or misconduct; This 
individual has been assessed as a CENTCOM Person on Interest; This individual has been assessed as a NCIS Person of Interest. 

ALERT CATEGORY: 
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY/MISCONDUCT, POI –CENTCOM, POI –AFRICOM

http://www.dfba.mil


A product of

This match highlights the importance of continued collection and exploitation of latent print impressions and submission of these 
prints to the DoD Biometrics Enterprise linking unknown insider threats. The ability to identify insider threats provides the ability to 

increase force protection and protect US and Coalition forces abroad.

// LATENT

MAR 17

BLUF: A BASE WORKER’S LATENT PRINTS WERE FOUND ON CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS OUTLYING THE BASE DEFENSE 
WHERE HE WAS EMPLOYED. 

On 03 Mar 15, the subject was biometrically enrolled by CENTCOM forces in Afghanistan for screening purposes. The subject 
was employed on base as a heavy equipment operator and was given escort privileges. The biometric file, containing the 
subject’s fingerprint, face, and iris images, was searched against the DoD Authoritative Biometric Repository with negative 
results and was retained for future searches.

On 05 Aug 16, the subject was biometrically re-enrolled for base access screening. The biometric file, containing the subject’s 
fingerprint, face, and iris images, was searched against the DoD Authoritative Biometric Repository which matched his previous 
enrollment.

On 22 Dec 16, the DoD Biometrics Enterprise received 84 latent prints developed from document exploitation (DOCEX) 
recovered during an ongoing investigation linked to an attack against US forces. The latent prints were processed for 
submission to the DoD Authoritative Biometric Repository and on 31 Dec 16 two latent prints developed from DOCEX matched 
to the subject.

Alert Detail: There are indicators that this person could have previously been involved in criminal activity or misconduct; This 
individual has been assessed as a CENTCOM Person on Interest; This individual has been assessed as a NCIS Person of Interest. 

ALERT CATEGORY: 
GENERAL FORCE PROTECTION, NON-IED LATENT


